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https:_www.takedown.com/my-work-is-all-about-home-based-jobs-and-it-is-hard-to-come-by-a-job-in-my-country/header-name__.html_ >[The
history of methodology in research on basic treatment of work incapacity and invalidity]. This paper presents a critical review of a topic that

remains fundamental in the social world: to understand better the methods used in research involving basic treatment of sick leave and
disability. A brief historical background is presented, which sketches the evolution of the concept of disability, the techniques employed for
its study and the changes in its conceptual and methodological status. Data are presented regarding the effects of rest, rehabilitation and

resocialization methods used to study the causes of employment failure, the conclusions of which are based on several years of experience.
The lack of validation of the methodologies used is also discussed.Q: jQuery - Removing class from all child objects I am trying to remove a

class from the object with the class of '.active' which is an appended view. On page load, I have a class attached to all the child items
of.active. Is there any way to remove all these classes before appending any view? I tried doing the following, but it does not work and it
leaves the '.active' class as it is. jQuery('.active').each(function(){ jQuery(this).removeClass('active'); }); HTML A: Use.removeClass() to

remove class from parent and all it's child, remove "active" from child that are not related to parent, see below:
jQuery('.view').find('.active').removeClass('active'); .view { background: red; padding: 10px; } .active { color: blue; } .child { width: 100px;

height: 100px; background: yellow; } c6a93da74d
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